SANTA CLARA, California — January 11, 2022
Pharma Tech Outlook Names SIMCO’s CERDAAC a Top 10 Quality Assurance Solution
“SIMCO is honored to receive recognition for the transformative impact that CERDAAC software is
having on our customer’s quality, compliance, and profitability,” says SIMCO CEO Brian Kenna.
CERDAAC is a regulated operations excellence platform designed specifically to extend lean six sigma
practices to the quality processes surrounding heavily-audited production facilities.
“We’re seeing rapidly evolving, complex quality and regulatory demands combined with increasingly
competitive markets that require speed and agility. Quality and Operations teams are under constant
pressure to do more with less. They need to get products out the door faster, safer, and more
profitably, requiring a fundamental shift in how they leverage technology and data. We’re partnering
with our life science customers to apply lean concepts and digitizing workflows to ensure compliance
and increase their profits,” says Kenna. “It’s an opportunity for customers to digitally transform their
operations and free up funds to invest in their core mission.”
What sets CERDAAC apart is how quickly configurable and extensible it is. CERDAAC can digitize and
streamline not only standard processes, but also one-of-a-kind forms and processes. It supports a broad
range of quality and operations processes spanning calibration, maintenance, facilities, audits,
validations, training, certifications, inspections and more.
“Having a rapidly configurable, cloud-based system like CERDAAC has enabled our customers to quickly
adapt to ever-changing business requirements,” says Kenna. “To see our customers embrace the
software and use it to automate so many different processes is the ultimate reward.”
With its native cloud architecture, CERDAAC offers zero IT overhead, making it easy to deploy across
sites and geographies. CERDAAC is pre-validated by SIMCO for FDA compliance and rapid deployment. It
integrates seamlessly into ERPs and other customer systems.
SIMCO is a leading provider of calibration and repair services and quality assurance software for highly
regulated manufacturers. Founded in 1962 in Silicon Valley to serve NASA’s emerging space program,
SIMCO today supports thousands of companies, including many of the world’s leading manufacturers in
life science, aerospace, and defense. SIMCO’s extensive calibration and repair services are provided via
their network of accredited laboratories. SIMCO’s CERDAAC cloud software includes a suite of solutions
for manufacturers who need to deliver high quality products and profits while meeting complex
regulatory requirements.
To learn more about SIMCO’s CERDAAC, visit www.simco.com/cerdaac or call 1- 866-299-6029.

